[12/28/20, 8:11:12 AM] Sean Rastanis: Me too
[12/28/20, 8:11:40 AM] Tyler Caldwell: I’ll make a post in a while about being open to
public now and announcing the pack & paddle native sponsorship for 2021 etc
[12/28/20, 8:11:57 AM] Sean Rastanis: Yes
[12/28/20, 8:12:00 AM] Josh Thompson: Perfect! Thanks Tyler!
[12/28/20, 11:14:40 AM] Jon Carter: image omitted
[12/28/20, 11:15:04 AM] Jon Carter: Tyler can you confirm drake bought a board?
[12/28/20, 11:16:58 AM] Josh Thompson: If so, this guy became a member, signed up for
MC and bought a check it stick this week. We met him last Wednesday at Hopedale Marina.
[12/28/20, 11:18:48 AM] Jason Bain: He did pay for a board
[12/28/20, 11:19:29 AM] Jon Carter: Awesome, I’ll get the board to him
[12/28/20, 11:19:50 AM] Jason Bain: I took care of Austin Johnson. He picked up his board
today
[12/28/20, 11:20:28 AM] Jason Bain: And Michael White is picking his up tomorrow
[12/28/20, 11:21:20 AM] Josh Thompson: 3 boards this week?
[12/28/20, 11:22:32 AM] Ben Day: I’ve fished with him twice, cool dude. Finally convinced
him to do the tournaments!
[12/28/20, 11:35:12 AM] Jason Bain: Michael paid last week i believe.. and I still need to
pay for mine i grabbed
[12/28/20, 4:49:03 PM] Jon Carter: Drake has his board
[12/28/20, 4:49:11 PM] Jon Carter: Super cool dude
[12/28/20, 4:56:00 PM] Josh Thompson: Awesome! Thanks!
[12/28/20, 8:44:34 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Damnit, forgot to make the post I said I was gonna
make...tomorrow!
[12/29/20, 7:14:44 PM] Michael Ethridge
: https://m.facebook.com/story.php?sto...90952&sfnsn=mo
[12/29/20, 7:16:04 PM] Michael Ethridge : Give everybody a laugh
[12/29/20, 7:23:55 PM] Tyler Caldwell: 🤣
[12/29/20, 7:26:50 PM] Josh Thompson: Love those videos!🤣
[12/30/20, 9:47:38 AM] Ben Day: 😂. Haven’t seen that version yet lol
[12/30/20, 9:59:33 AM] Josh Thompson: 🤣
[12/31/20, 10:06:56 AM] Sean Rastanis: Hey guys Brock asked me if we would be willing to
open a buy sell trade page on Facebook. I suggested this a few weeks ago but I don’t
remember where it went
[12/31/20, 10:07:20 AM] Sean Rastanis: This is what he said
[12/31/20, 10:07:24 AM] Sean Rastanis: I’ll build it and moderate it if y’all wanted to do it.
The idea would be to reduce clutter on the group discussion page while giving us a place to
send people who are looking for kayaks/gear. It would also consolidate the other smaller
kayak selling groups in LA and give the club more exposure
[12/31/20, 10:16:48 AM] Ian Gileski: I actually like this idea
[12/31/20, 10:16:56 AM] Sean Rastanis: Me too
[12/31/20, 10:20:38 AM] Josh Thompson: I’m not against it. I would like to have a better
visual of what it would look like. Also, needs moderation. I don’t want to see a situation
where someone not associated with the club has complete control over it.
[12/31/20, 10:21:15 AM] Sean Rastanis: Brock said he would moderate it
[12/31/20, 10:23:30 AM] Josh Thompson: That’s great. Think Robert Quasadorf here. Is
this page going to be tied to BCKFC? If not, no worries.
[12/31/20, 10:23:48 AM] Sean Rastanis: Yes it is

[12/31/20, 10:24:12 AM] Sean Rastanis: I think we can do it in connection with our
Facebook page
[12/31/20, 10:24:59 AM] Josh Thompson: Ok
[12/31/20, 10:33:04 AM] Ben Day: Great idea, especially in a time where it’s hard to find
kayaks at the store!!!
[12/31/20, 10:34:17 AM] Josh Thompson: I like the idea. It would be a great spot for our
Sponsors to go plug their sales.
[12/31/20, 10:38:41 AM] Sean Rastanis: That’s four in favor. Can two more chime in and
say yay so I can give Brock the girls ahead
[12/31/20, 10:38:46 AM] Sean Rastanis: Go ahead
[12/31/20, 11:37:59 AM] Jon Carter: I think it’s a good idea to pursue
[12/31/20, 11:40:39 AM] Tyler Caldwell: I’d vote against it but sounds like I’m
outnumbered lol
[12/31/20, 11:41:03 AM] Tyler Caldwell: Doesn’t bother me to have for sale ads in our
main FB group personally
[12/31/20, 11:42:25 AM] Jon Carter: I’ve run into a couple problems trying to find stuff
previously posted that I saw, maybe I’m missing something but the page doesn’t seem like
the best place for organizing them
[12/31/20, 11:42:30 AM] Jason Bain: Is this going to be linked to our facebook?
[12/31/20, 11:42:37 AM] Sean Rastanis: Yes I think so
[12/31/20, 11:43:09 AM] Jason Bain: Then I think we shouldn't allow someone else to run
it. My opinion
[12/31/20, 11:44:24 AM] Sean Rastanis: Brock offered to moderate it. I have no problem
allowing Brock to moderate it
[12/31/20, 11:44:41 AM] Sean Rastanis: But if someone else wants to take that
responsibility
[12/31/20, 11:48:04 AM] Tyler Caldwell: I don’t have a problem with a member in good
standing moderating a buy/sell group. They wouldn’t have access to any of our private info,
all they would have access to do is delete things/people that aren’t following the rules
[12/31/20, 11:52:28 AM] Ian Gileski: I think it's more that your outset can get lost... so if
there is a specific place to look...you can find it easier...especially if you not frequent FB
much
[12/31/20, 11:52:54 AM] Ian Gileski: Posting. .not outset WTH?
[12/31/20, 12:02:38 PM] Tyler Caldwell: This means going forward that buy/sell posts
would not be permitted in the main FB group?
[12/31/20, 12:08:22 PM] Michael Ethridge : I'm ok either way but isnt there a way to add a
marketplace side to our current page?
[12/31/20, 12:55:44 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Maybe so?
[12/31/20, 1:02:45 PM] Ben Day: I think If you add a buy or sell tab to the current page it
would encourage more people to sell there specifically as well
[12/31/20, 1:18:10 PM] Sean Rastanis: Yes

